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News Release  

September 12th, 2015 
Japan Institute for Global Health 

 

～ Supporting international patients during their ride home from the doctor's office ～ 

Uber teams up with telephone based medical interpreting service mediPhone,  
in a campaign to provide 3,000 yen discounts for first Uber rides  

from hospitals within central Tokyo 

 

  mediPhone, a global medical support service operated by the Japan Institute for Global Health (JIGH), a think tank 

that focuses on solving issues within the medical field (located in Minato-ku, Tokyo, President: Dr. Kenji Shibuya), will 

team up with Uber Japan Co., that provides on-demand hire / taxi hailing services via the Uber smartphone 

application (Headquarters: Uber Technologies Inc. located in California, America / Uber Japan Co. located in 

Shibuya-ku, Tokyo (hereafter referred to as 'Uber'), President: Masami Takahashi), in a campaign where designated 

medical institutions will provide 3000 yen discount coupons for first Uber rides to mediPhone users from December 

1st, 2015. 

 

 

 

 Up until now, mediPhone has provided medical support and over-the-phone medical interpreting for international 

patients within Japan. However, with the growing demand for door-to-door transportation services for internationals 

within Japan, as well as services overseas to support outbound Japanese tourists, mediPhone hopes to expand its 

services with this campaign, and promote membership for Japanese users in the near future. Uber on the other 

hand, seeks to communicate to users its app’s ease of use by teaming up with mediPhone, to support patient 

door-to-door transportation needs from the hospital to their homes. mediPhone will promote and accelerate the 

'medical x inbound x IT' movement through this campaign. 

■Campaign overview■ 

【Period】December 1st, 2015 ~ December 31st, 2016  

【Target】mediPhone members using Uber for the first time (The coupon is only valid for their first ride with Uber) 

【How to use the coupon】Patients must be registered on the mediPhone website (https://mediphone.jp). They will 

receive a promotion code for Uber upon showing their membership page at the reception inside designated medical 

institutions (Places may vary depending on the institution). They will receive a 3000 yen discount on their first ride 

with Uber upon entering the code during their registration to the Uber application (Only available for Uber's hire 

service within Tokyo). 

【Target intuitions】Clinics and hospitals located within Tokyo can sign up to participate in the campaign via the 

following website: https://info.mediphone.jp/uber. mediPhone will publically announce the names of all participating 

medical institutions on the mediPhone website with the launch of the campaign on December 1st, 2015.  

【Contact window for all participants (individual users and medical institutions)】 

mediPhone Office（within JIGH）：TEL 050-3171-8522 / info@mediphone.jp 

【Contact person regarding this press release】 

Kinoe Tomohisa, Director of Communications at JIGH  

TEL：03-6426-5451 / FAX：03-6426-5452 / MAIL：info@jigh.jp 
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【Supplementary information】 

 

● About the Japan Institute for Global Health (JIGH) 

 JIGH is a think tank that focuses on issues in global health and healthcare policy. It promotes international 

cooperation for healthcare projects around the world as well as innovations within the field of global healthcare. JIGH 

also supports advocacy efforts of individual projects related to global health, including community contributions by 

NGOs/NPOs, international organizations and various foundations. 

 

● About mediPhone 

  mediPhone is a telephone based medical interpreting service that JIGH launched in 2014. Through mediPhone's 

'mediPhone for Hospitals' service, clinics and hospitals can call a number and easily connect to medical interpreters 

on-demand, who will then interpret conversations between the doctor and patient. The service is currently available 

in 8 languages; English, Chinese, Korean, Vietnamese, Portuguese, Spanish, Hindi and Russian, and has been 

introduced to over 70 medical institutions. mediPhone also provides medical hotline and medical interpreting 

services for individual international users within Japan, as well as medical interpreting and translating OEM services 

for other enterprises. 

 

＊Service websites 

mediPhone - mediPhone's medical hotline and interpreting service for international users in Japan: 

https://mediphone.jp 

mediPhone for Hospitals - mediPhone's medical interpreting and translating service for clinics and hospitals: 

https://info.mediphone.jp/ 

mediPhone OEM - mediPhone's OEM services for various enterprises: https://info.mediphone.jp/business.php 

 

【Contact person regarding this press release】 

Kinoe Tomohisa, Director of Communications at JIGH  

TEL：03-6426-5451 / FAX：03-6426-5452 / MAIL：info@jigh.jp 
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